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Abstract
With the evolution of online communication
methods, conversations are increasingly han-
dled via email, internet forums and other such
methods. In this paper, we attempt to model
lexical information in a context sensitive man-
ner, encoding our belief that the use of lan-
guage depends on the participants in the con-
versation. We model the discourse as a com-
bination of the speaker, the addressee and
other participants in the conversation as well
as a context specific language model. In or-
der to do this, we introduce a novel method
based on an HMM with an exponential state
space to capture speaker-addressee context.
We also study the performance of topic model-
ing frameworks in conversational settings. We
evaluate the models on the tasks of identify-
ing the set of people present in any conver-
sation, as well as identifying the speaker for
every utterance in the conversation, and they
show significant improvement over the base-
line models.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we experiment with different methods
of automatically analyzing discourse. We present
and validate hypotheses on how conversations can
be better analyzed using information about the
speakers, as well as other participants in the con-
versation. We present a novel method of modeling
discourse using an exponential state Hidden Markov
Model where states are based on speakers and ad-
dressees. We also cast the problem into the popular
topic modeling frameworks, and compare the vari-
ous approaches.

Consider a small group of people that a person
knows well. Given a transcript of a discussion on
a topic of mutual interest, that person would likely
be able to identify who is likely to have said what,
based on his knowledge of the speakers and their in-
clinations on various topics. We would like to be
able to encode similar intelligence into a system that
could automatically learn about speakers based on
transcripts of prior conversations, and use that infor-
mation to analyze new conversations.

The scenario we consider in this work is as fol-
lows: we have a known set of characters, any subset
of whom could be present in a conversation. Given
the transcript of a conversation only, without speaker
annotations, we would like to : 1. Predict the set of
participants in the conversation from the character-
istics of the entire conversation, and 2. Identify the
individual speakers at each conversation turn.

In order to do this, we model each utterance in
a conversation as dependent on the speaker, the ad-
dressee and the other people present. As we shall
describe, our models encode the belief that people
speak/behave differently depending on other partic-
ipants in the conversation. This has a two-fold ben-
efit: first, it can help us discover social (or even,
professional) relationship structures; second, it can
help us understand how to respond to different peo-
ple, and incorporate that information into automated
conversational agents which can then behave in a
more context sensitive manner. The ability to auto-
matically model discourse as context specific in this
manner is also useful for other tasks such as directed
advertising and duplicity detection.

In Section 2, we describe relevant related work.
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Section 3 describes the dataset for our experiments,
Section 4 describes the problem, our use of topic
models, and the novel HMM based method, while
Section 5 summarizes the results and we conclude
in Section 6.

2 Related Work

The task of automatically segmenting speech and
then identifying speakers from audio (Reynolds
and Torres-Carrasquillo, 2005) is referred to as di-
arization and has been well-studied (Tranter and
Reynolds, 2006). More recently, approaches have
been developed to fuse information from both the
audio and video modalities (Noulas et al., 2011)
to improve diarization systems when video informa-
tion is available. In this paper, we attempt to under-
stand just how much information is available in the
text alone. Systems that can work with text only can
be used to improve audio-based systems which can
provide speech recognition output to a text-based
system. They can also be used to work with closed
caption streams, or on human-generated transcrip-
tions of meeting recordings.

Research on identifying speakers from text or lex-
ical information is limited in comparison to work
with audio data. However, efforts have been made
to use discourse level information to automatically
identify speakers to calibrate idiolectal differences
between speakers (Doddington, 2001). (Canseco et
al., 2005, ) investigated the use of lexical features
to automatically diarize (but not actually identify)
transcripts to determine if a current speaker contin-
ued or a previous speaker spoke or the next speaker
spoke. Lei and Mirghafori (2 007) attempted to in-
corporate idiolect based speaker information by us-
ing word conditioning of phone N -grams to recog-
nize speakers in dialogs with 2 speakers.

In our work, the models we use to identify speak-
ers are powerful enough to predict the addressee as
well. In this context, we note that several attempts
have been made recently to automatically identify
addressees in dialog settings. These approaches
have used information about the context and con-
tent of the utterance, using dialog acts and informa-
tion about the speaker’s gaze to aid classifier per-
formance (Jovanovic et al., 2006). Den Akker and
Traum (2009) proposed rule-based methods for ad-

dressee classification. Unlike in these works, we
attempt to jointly model both the speaker and the
addressee as one of our proposed approaches. This
is similar to the approach employed by (Otsuka et
al., 2005, ), who proposed a Dynamic Bayesian Net-
work model to understand multiparty conversation
structure using non-verbal cues only– eye gaze, fa-
cial expression, gesticulations and posture.

3 Data

The data for our experiments consists of fan-
sourced transcripts of the episodes of the sitcom
F.R.I.E.N.D.S. The structure of the data is as fol-
lows: we have a set of conversations as training data.
Each conversation contains a sequence of turns, with
each turn annotated with its speaker. We do not
have any information about the addressee from the
dataset. We do, however, have implicit informa-
tion of the set of speakers within a conversation seg-
ment (we make the assumption here that if a char-
acter doesn’t speak in a segment, he is not present).
Annotator notes appear periodically to indicate that
the scene changed or that new characters entered the
scene or that some characters left the scene. We
treat these annotator notes as conversation bound-
aries and the segment of turns between two such
boundaries constitutes one conversation instance.

The set of characters used for our experiments is
finite. The 6 primary characters in the sitcom (Chan-
dler, Joey, Monica, Phoebe, Rachel and Ross) are
retained. In addition to these 6 primary characters,
there are a number of supporting characters who ap-
pear occasionally. We use Other to denote all other
characters, as the amount of data for a number of the
supporting characters is quite small and would not
result in learning useful patterns regarding their be-
havior. As a result, we treat all of these characters
as one character that can be thought of as a univer-
sal supporting character. Hence, we have a total of
7 possible characters. Any subset of these 7 char-
acters could be part of a conversation. Below is an
example of a pair of conversations from our dataset:

[EVENT]
Paul: thank you! thank you so much!
Monica: stop!
Paul: no, i’m telling you last night was like umm,

all my birthdays, both graduations, plus the barn
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raising scene in witness.

Monica: we’ll talk later.

Paul: yeah. thank you.

[EVENT]

Joey: that wasn’t a real date?! what the hell do
you do on a real date?

Monica: shut up, and put my table back.

All: okayyy!

[EVENT]

The event markers are tags inserted at pre-
processing time, to denote transcriber annotations
such as characters entering or leaving scenes. The
sequence of turns between two event markers are
treated as one conversation. Also, note the character
Paul in the first conversation in the example above
– when training the system, the content of Paul’s ut-
terances are used to train the model for Other, since
Paul is not one of the primary characters that we
track. At test time, the input looks similar to the
above, except that the turns are not annotated by
speaker.

The transcripts used in our experiments are seg-
mented by speaker turns, so that consecutive turns
are uttered by different speakers. The entire set of
230 episodes was split randomly into training, de-
velopment and test splits. Sequential information
for the individual conversations were not used. Each
episode was further divided into conversations based
on the scene boundaries denoted by the transcribers.
For training, overall, we used 195 episodes from
F.R.I.E.N.D.S, with a total of 9,171 conversations
and a total 52,516 turns. The average length in num-
ber of turns for each conversation was 5.73. The
test set consisted of a total of 20 episodes with 855
conversations and 4,981 turns. The average length
of a conversation in the test set was 5.83. The re-
maining 15 episodes were used as development data
to tune hyperparameters – this set consisted of 529
conversations and 2,984 turns in total. The distribu-
tion of the number of utterances by speakers across
the training, test and development set are shown in
Figure 1. As one can observe, the distribution is not
particularly skewed for any of the speakers across
the splits of the dataset.

Figure 1: Distribution of #utterances for each speaker in
the dataset.

4 Conversation Models

Previous work in analyzing participants in a conver-
sation have used meeting data, with a fixed number
of participants. In our task, the total number of pos-
sible participants is finite, but we do not have in-
formation on how many of them are present at any
particular instant. Thus, our model first attempts to
detect the participants in a segment of conversation,
and then attempts to attribute speaker turns to indi-
viduals.

Our model for discourse structure is based on two
premises. First, we believe that what a person says
will depend on who he or she is speaking to. Intu-
itively, consider a person trying to make the same
point to his boss and (at a different time and place)
to his friend. It is likely that he will be more formal
with his boss than his friend. Second, if the speaker
addresses someone specifically in a group of people,
knowing who he addressed would likely help us pre-
dict better who would speak next. We assume that
the first hypothesis above also holds for groups of
people in conversations, where the topics and their
distribution in discussions (and words that affect the
tone of the discussion) depend on the participants.

As described earlier, we evaluate our models on
two tasks. First, we would like to identify the set of
characters present in any conversation. Given seg-
ments of conversation, we attempt to understand the
distribution of topics for specific subsets of charac-
ters present in that segment. To do this, we cast
this problem into a topic modeling framework – we
experiment with the Author-Topic model (Rosen-
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Zvi et al., 2004), described in Section 4.1, for this
task. We use the Author Topic Model to link the co-
occurrence information of characters with the words
in the conversation.

Second, we attempt to attribute speakers to ut-
terances, described in Section 4.2. We introduce a
novel approach using an HMM with an exponen-
tial state space to model speakers and addressees,
described in Section 4.2.1. We also use the Author
Topic Model and the Author-Recipient Topic Model
(McCallum et al., 2007), described in Section 4.2.2
for this task. The key difference between the HMM-
based model and the topic model based approaches
is that the former explicitly takes sequence informa-
tion into account.

4.1 Identifying Character Subset Presence
The premise behind attempting to model subsets of
characters is that the nature of the conversation de-
pends on the group of people participating. For in-
stance, it seems intuitively likely that the content of
a conversation between two friends would be differ-
ent if they were the only ones present than it would
be if their families were also present. To extend this
hypothesis to a general scenario, the content of each
speaker’s turn depends not only on the speaker, but
also on the person being spoken to as well as the
other people present. To model this, we require a
model that captures the distribution of the text for
entire conversation, for each possible subset of char-
acters. In this section, we describe the training of a
generic model for conversations, and use it to pro-
duce features for a discriminative classifier.

Let there be N characters who could participate
in a conversation. We assume a general scenario,
where any subset of these characters may be present.
Thus, there are 2N−1 character subsets that are pos-
sible. We can model this as a multi-class classifica-
tion problem (we will refer to this as subset model-
ing, henceforth).

The generative model for this task is as follows:
Each conversation segment is associated with a set
of utterances, and a set of characters. For each such
set of characters, we associate a distribution over
topics. For each word that is present in the seg-
ment, we select a topic from the subset-specific topic
distribution, and then we select the word from that
topic. Figure 2 shows the graphical model for this in

plate notation.

Figure 2: Graphical representation of the subset model in
plate notation

In the plate notation, the observed variables are
shaded and the latent variables are unshaded. Plates
encapsulate a set of variables which are repeatedly
sampled a fixed number of times, and the number at
the bottom right indicates this fixed number.
Sc represents a subset of the characters who were

present in the conversation segment. We have C
such conversations, and each conversation contains
Nc words. z represents the latent topic variable, and
θ represents the multinomial topic distribution for
each subset of characters (there are 2N such sub-
sets). The multinomial distribution of topics has a
prior distribution characterized by α. Similarly, ev-
ery topic (there are a set of T topics) has a multino-
mial distribution φ over the words in the vocabulary,
and φ has a prior distribution characterized by β.

For every conversation in the training corpus, the
set of characters present is known. The content of
the conversation is treated as a bag of words. From
the topic distribution for the subset of characters
present, we sample a topic. Based on the word dis-
tributions for this topic, we sample a word. This
process is repeated Nc times corresponding to the
number of words in the conversation. The entire
process of generating a conversation is repeated C
times, corresponding to the number of conversations
in the training corpus.

Depending on the value of N , the number of pos-
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sible classes may be very high. Training a large
number of models may lead to a data scarcity, es-
pecially given the high dimensionality of language
data. We therefore slightly modify the model, so that
instead of topic distributions for each possible sub-
set, we have a topic distribution for each character,
and the distribution of topics in the conversation is
a mixture of the topic distributions for each charac-
ter. This leads us to a graphical model that has been
well-studied in the past – the Author-Topic model
(ATM, henceforth) and is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Graphical representation of the simplified sub-
set model in plate notation

Thus, given the set of characters present, we sam-
ple one of them (x) from a uniform distribution.
Then we generate a topic by sampling from the dis-
tribution of topics for that speaker. The rest of the
process remains the same.We use this model to help
us predict which subset of characters was present in
a given conversation.

We learn speaker-specific topic distributions us-
ing the ATM. In order to predict characters present
in a test conversation, we train binary SVM (Shawe-
Taylor and Cristianini, 2000) classifiers for each
speaker in the following manner: we compute the
distribution of the speaker-specific topics in each
conversation, and use these as the features of the
data point. If the speaker was present in the con-
versation, the data point corresponding to the con-
versation has a class label of +1, else -1. A linear
SVM classifier is trained over the data. At test time,

we compute the distribution of the speaker’s topics
in the conversation, and use the SVM to predict if
the speaker was present or not.

4.2 Identifying Speakers From Utterances

In this section, we describe our approach to identi-
fying speakers from the text of the utterance. The
ATM (as described above) treats all the participants
in the conversation as being potential contributors to
each turn. However, we can also use the ATM to
predict speakers directly. In this case, we will use
each turn as analogous to a document. Each such
document has only one author and the author topic
model can be used to learn models for each author.
The plate notation for this would look very similar
to the one in Figure 2, except that instead of a sub-
set of characters being observed, only one would be
observed, and the number of possible topic distribu-
tions would be equal to the number of characters.

The ATM for this task does not take any context
information into account. In the following subsec-
tion, we introduce a novel HMM based approach
that seeks to leverage information from the sequence
of turns.

4.2.1 Exponential State Hidden Markov Model
In this model, we assign a state to each speaker-

addressee combination possible. If our data consists
ofN characters, only one of theN characters will be
speaking at any given point. He/She may be speak-
ing to any combination of the remainingN−1 char-
acters. Thus, the number of states in this model is
N ×2(N−1). Note that the addressee is not observed
directly from the data.

The sequence of turns in a conversation is mod-
eled by a Hidden Markov Model (Rabiner, 1989).
At each time instant, the speaker corresponding to
the state speaks a turn, which is the observed emis-
sion, before transitioning to another state at the next
time instant. The state at the next time instant is con-
strained to have a different speaker.

The model is trained using the standard Baum-
Welch training. The emission probabilities are cap-
tured by a trigram language model, trained using
the SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002). The parameters
of the model are initialized as follows: for emis-
sion probabilities, we take all the utterances by a
speaker and distributing them uniformly among the
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states that have that speaker, since we do not have
direct information about the addressees. For tran-
sition probabilities, we initialize with a bias instead
of uniformly. Given a conversation, for a state with
speaker A and set of addressees (R, say – Note
that R may have multiple characters), we give equal
probabilities of transitioning to all states that have
one of the characters in R as the speaker. Now, we
pick the set of speakers (call it M ) that uttered the
next three turns (essentially, we look ahead in the
data stream to see who the next 3 speakers are while
training). We add a bias to every state with A as
the speaker, and every possible combination of the
speakers in M , to encode the hypothesis that the ad-
dressee would be likely to speak pretty soon, if not
directly after.

The large state space in this model makes compu-
tation extremely expensive. However, an examina-
tion of the posterior probabilities show that a number
of states are rarely, or never, entered. We prune away
such states after every 5 iterations in the following
manner – we use the current parameters of the model
after each iteration to identify the speakers of each
turn on the development set. Decoding of a sequence
of turns at test time is done using the Viterbi algo-
rithm. However, instead of using the best path only,
we keep track of the top 10 best paths. Thus, after
an iteration of training, we test on the development
data, and obtain 10 possible sequences of speakers
for each conversation. Over 5 iterations, we have
the 50 best paths for each conversation. We then
compute the average number of states entered in all
the decoded paths obtained. If the average number
of times a state was entered is µ, then any state that
was entered less than k × µ times (k = 0.02, for
our experiments), according to the posterior proba-
bilities was pruned out. In order to set the value of
k, the development set was split into 2 halves, with
one half being used to compute the average number
of times a state is entered across the 10 best decodes
for data in that half. For different values of k, accu-
racy of speaker identification on the 1-best decode
was computed on the other half of the development
set, for values of k from 0.005 to 0.1.

The optimal state sequence at test time also con-
tains information about the addressee. For the tasks
we evaluate, this information is not directly used.
However, in other applications, such as those in-

volving automated agents, this information could be
valuable in triggering the agent.

4.2.2 Author-Recipient Topic Model
The Author Recipient Topic Model (McCallum et

al., 2007) (ARTM, henceforth) was used for discov-
ering topics and roles in social networks. It is built
over the Author-Topic Model discussed previously,
with the exception that messages are conditioned on
the sender as well as the receivers. The graphical
model in plate notation is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Graphical representation of the Author-
Recipient Topic model in plate notation

Here, we model each turn as having a set of Nt

words. Each turn has one speaker S, and a set of
addressees At. The generative model works as fol-
lows: For each word in a turn, sample an addressee
a from the set of addressees. Topic distributions are
now conditioned over speaker-addressee pairs, in-
stead of only the speaker as we saw in the ATM.
A topic is now sampled from the speaker-addressee
specific topic distribution. A word is now sampled
from this topic using the topic specific word distri-
butions. The parameters α, β, and z have the same
meaning as in the ATM described earlier.

Note that the set of addressees in our setting is
not explicitly observed. We know the participants in
the conversation at training time, and we know the
speaker, but we do not know who was addressed.
Since we do not have information to make a better
choice of addressee, we model the entire set of par-
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ticipants without the speaker as the set of addressees,
in this model.

For the task of identifying the speaker who uttered
the turn, we employ an approach, similar to the one
used for ATM. We train speaker-addressee-specific
models. The feature set for this task includes fea-
tures not only from the turn itself, but also from
the context. Thus, we have the distribution of the
topics in the turn for every speaker-addressee pair
with the right speaker, the speakers of the previ-
ous two turns, and the distribution of topics of the
speaker of the current turn over the previous two
turns. (Thus, while the model does not explicitly
model sequence, as an HMM does, it utilizes con-
text information in its feature space.) Using these
features, we train a linear SVM to predict whether
or not the speaker uttered the turn. In this case, we
could potentially have multiple speakers (or none of
them) predicted to have uttered the same turn. In
that case, we choose the speaker with the maximum
distance from the margin.

4.3 Baseline Models

In this section, we set up simple baseline models to
evaluate our performance against. We describe how
we set up a random baseline, a Naive Bayes baseline
and an HMM baseline model.

4.3.1 Random Baseline

For the task of identifying the set of charac-
ters present in a conversation, the random baseline
would work as follows: it knows that the number of
characters present in any conversation lies between
1 and N (N = 7, in this case). (Note that monologues,
with only 1 person being present, are possible. Typ-
ically, in our data, they happen at the beginning or
end of scenes.) Thus, it randomly decides if each
of these characters are present or not in any given
conversation.

Suppose that the total number of characters are n
and r of them are actually present in the conversa-
tion. Let us say the random guess system predicts
t of the characters to be present. If we use the uni-
form distribution for picking t, then P (t) = 1

7 , ∀t ∈
[1, 2, ..., 7], in this case. For any given t, the proba-
bility that we get k correct is given by:

P (k|t) =

(
r
k

)
×
(
n−r
t−k

)(
n
t

) (1)

To compute the probability of getting k right, we
marginalize out the number of characters guessed to
be present, t:

P (k) =
∑

t

P (k, t) =
∑

t

P (k|t).P (t) (2)

Now we can compute the probability of getting k
correct by randomly guessing, for all k from 0 to r.
Using these, we can compute the expected number
of correct guesses, which turns out to be 0.571.r for
an average recall would be 57.1%.

For the task of identifying the characters, every
turn could have been uttered by one of the n charac-
ters (n = 7, for our case). Thus, the average accu-
racy at identifying turns would be 1

7 or 14.29%.

4.3.2 Naive Bayes Classifier
For the task of predicting the subset of speakers,

we set up a Naive Bayes using words as features.
We build up a term-document matrix, with each con-
versation treated as a document. For each charac-
ter, we train a binary classifier using the training
data- conversations where the character was present
were marked as a positive instance for that charac-
ter, and ones where he was not present were marked
as negative instances. We experimented both with
using priors based on the empirical distribution in
the training data and with using uniform prior (i.e.
P (character) = 0.5). Given a test conversation,
we use individual classifiers for each of the charac-
ters to determine whether he/she was present or not.

For the task of identifying speakers, given an ut-
terance, the Naive Bayes classifier is set up as fol-
lows: Again, we create term-document matrices for
each of the speakers, where a document is a turn ut-
tered by the speaker. Turns uttered by that speaker
are positive instances and those uttered by someone
else are negative instances. For each speaker, we
compute the Naive Bayes probability ratio (odds) of
him uttering the turn and not uttering the turn, in or-
der to decide. If multiple speakers are classified as
having uttered the turn, or no speaker is classified
as having uttered the turn, the speaker with the best
odds of having uttered the turn is selected.
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System Precision Recall
Author Topic Model 63.22% 74.71%
NB 52.33% 44.19%
NB-prior 68.31% 36.25%
Random Baseline 28.05% 57.1%

Table 1: Results for predicting subset of characters
present

4.3.3 Single Speaker HMM
This model is only used to attribute speakers to

turns. Section 4.2.1 described an HMM model
that captures speaker-addressee information. In the
single- speaker HMM, we have a state for each
speaker. Emission probabilities are given by a tri-
gram language model that is trained on the speaker’s
utterances in the training data. The transition proba-
bilities are initialized as per the empirical transitions
between speakers in the data. This model does not
capture any kind of addressee information.

5 Results

In this section, we present results of our experi-
ments with the models we described earlier, on the
two tasks, identifying the set of speakers in any
given conversation and identifying individual speak-
ers who uttered each turn in a conversation.

For the task of identifying the set of speakers in
any given conversation, we evaluate performance
using precision and recall, which are defined as fol-
lows: If the conversation actually contained r char-
acters, the system predicted that it contained t char-
acters, and got k right, then:

Precision =
k

t
;Recall =

k

r
(3)

The results are summarized in Table 1. In the ta-
ble, NB-prior indicates that the prior for the binary
classifier was determined based on the number of
conversations each character appeared in, while NB
indicates that the prior was uniform (i.e., for each
character, P (present) = P (absent) = 0.5). We
find that the results obtained using the author-topic
model are significantly better than each of the other
three models.

On average, the number of speakers in each con-
versation in the test data was 2.44 (the correspond-

System Accuracy
ESHMM 27.13%
Speaker-LM HMM 25.04%
ARTM 23.64%
Author Topic Model 26.2%
NB 23.41%
NB-prior 21.39%
Random Baseline 14.29%

Table 2: Results for predicting speakers of utterances

ing number in the training data appears to be some-
what higher at 2.65). Our attempts to restrict the set
of characters in a real setting plays a significant role
here as we shall discuss later.

The Naive Bayes classifier with empirical priors
on average predicted that there were 1.3 characters
present per conversation, while the version with uni-
form priors predicted 2.2 characters to be present per
conversation on average. The author-topic model,
on average, over-estimated the number of characters
at 2.86 characters per conversation.

For the task of predicting the speaker, given an ut-
terance, we have two kinds of Hidden Markov Mod-
els, the Exponential State HMM (ESHMM) and and
HMM with emission probabilities based on individ-
ual speaker language models (Speaker LM HMM).
We also have the topic model based systems- the
ARTM and the ATM. Finally, we have the baseline
models- the Naive Bayes with empirical priors and
with uniform priors, and the random baseline. Table
2 summarizes their performance. In this case, we
only report accuracy. Since each turn has only one
speaker, we can constrain each of the models to pro-
duce one speaker, in order to calculate the accuracy.

The HMM and topic based models all incorporate
sequence information in some form. In the case of
the HMM based models, state transitions are condi-
tioned on the previous speaker. In the case of the
topic model based systems, the feature vectors con-
tain context, although the task is modeled as a dis-
criminative classification task. The ESHMM model
worked the best on this dataset. With the exception
of the ATM and the speaker LM HMM (p < 0.10),
the improvements obtained by using the ESHMM
over all other models were statistically significant
(p < 0.05). Surprisingly, the single speaker LM
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HMM and the ATM both outperform the ARTM on
this task. One of the reasons for this could be that
the ARTM does not suitably capture what we hoped
it would, perhaps because of the fact that the recipi-
ents (addressees) are not observed.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a set of latent variable
model based approaches to analyzing conversation
structure using the text transcript of the conversa-
tions only. The initial set of experiments show
promising improvements over simple baseline meth-
ods, though the overall results leave considerable
room for improvement. Conversations are a dy-
namic process, with the content varying significantly
with time, and the use of formulations such as dy-
namic topic modeling (Blei and Lafferty, 2006) may
help.

We believe that the concept of modeling speak-
ers and addressees would be a powerful one in mod-
eling conversation structure and useful in applica-
tions such as those involving automated agents, or
in understanding discourse on discussion forums, as
well as understanding development of authority in
such forums. The state sequences predicted by the
ESHMM implicitly predict addressees for each turn.
This is not directly used in our tasks, but could be
useful for automated agents, in understanding appro-
priate moments to take its turn.

The dataset used in this case introduced some
noise. We decided to subsume everyone aside from
the 6 main characters under the moniker other, in or-
der to keep the state space manageable. In reality, it
was a collection of a few dozen characters, some of
whom appeared intermittently through the episodes.
As a result, the emission model for this state was not
a stable one. The system rarely predicted this class,
and had very low accuracy when it did.

Further, development of datasets with annotations
specifying the addressees explicitly would probably
accelerate development of methods that work well
in such settings.
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